
About IoT in B2B

IoT, the Internet of Things, describes Smart  

Factories, whose production systems are  

linked and interact via intelligent interfaces. 

Smart sensor technology collects innumer- 

able data, which are evaluated with the help  

of big data analytics. Properly used, this  

digitalization  results in cost reductions and  

increased  sales all the way to development of  

disruptive  business models.

IoT in Industry 4.0
Take advantage of this opportunity for your company

Executive Summary

it-RSC is specialized in high-performance computing applications in engineering and  

the manufacturing industry. In various digitalization projects, our IT professionals have 

already successfully supported our customers in facing the challenges of the IoT. Very 

 intensive computer simulations are usually necessary, which are implemented quickly and 

with optimum performance with the help of vCAX. vCAX is mobile hardware platform 

 developed by it-RSC for big data analytics, with high-performance virtualization techno-

logy from EMC, NVIDIA and Riverbed. it-RSC staff have the highest levels of expertise in 

information technology and more than 20 years of experience. Thanks to structured 

 verticalization, it-RSC is able to take short paths to achieve an appropriate and customized 

solution for your IT projects and IT security.
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About it-RSC

it-RSC GmbH is an IT services company with headquarters in Lower Saxony, Germany. We 

also provide professional service and expert advice in our branches in North Rhine-West-

phalia, Hesse, Baden-Wuerttemberg and Bavaria. The name says it all at it-RSC. RockStar 

Consulting reflects the highest competence levels in information technology and conse-

quently is a guarantee for quality and reliability.

Our IT professionals have more than 20 years of experience, are certified in many areas and 

specialize in the development, implementation and maintenance of individual IT solu-

tions. Thanks to structured verticalization, we are able to take short paths with our trained 

staff to achieve an appropriate and customized solution to your problems in all areas of IT 

infrastructure and IT security.

IoT Is Changing the World

While IoT previously mostly described networking of machines, equipment and systems in 

B2B, it has already developed further rapidly in reality. New application areas are emerging, 

and exploratory techniques such as machine learning are clearing the path. This is all being 

driven and made possible by new developments in software and hardware, and precisely 

these represent a great challenge for many companies.

Existing platforms in companies are often not suitable for networking the vast amount of 

 newly generated data with other business data and performing meaningful big data analyses. 

Expensive infrastructure would be necessary, and many companies shy away from this invest-

ment especially in the early stages of IoT development.

it-RSC, innovative partner of the manufacturing industry, has already carried out numerous 

projects within the context of IoT successfully, including a few Deep Learning projects such as 

predictive maintenance and Deep Learning in quality assurance.

Virtualization Platform vCAX Solves the IT Problem

The linchpin is the proprietary hardware platform vCAX, in which high-performance technology from Dell EMC, NVIDIA and Riverbed is installed. 

Customers optionally can rent or buy vCAX for their project. vCAX is supplied in a stable flight case to customers and is immediately available. With 

this solution, companies can start individual IoT projects together with it-RSC and gain in-depth experience.

New Chance for Your Company?

Absolutely! The IoT has many facets, is disruptive, will change many familiar things and open 

up new markets. We advise and assist you in identifying use cases and programming as well 

as help in creating workflows and provide the required IT security.
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Curious?

Inquire directly with us or request more infor-

mation, for example, about Deep Learning in 

production or the HoloLens in application.


